5 Steps You Can
Take to Prepare Your
Law Firm for Digital
Transformation

» For a smooth, seamless digital transformation,
you need a strong digitalisation AND change
management strategy.

Digital transformation has been a priority across many sectors, and the legal industry is no different. For
law firms, it’s no longer a question of if they should transform, it’s a question of when and how.
The challenge for many firms will be knowing where to start. With technologies ranging from document
automation to business process automation all promising greater efficiency and streamlined processes
for legal teams, how do you know which are the right investments?
Even if a firm can answer this question, they’re then faced with the next digitalisation hurdle: how do you
deploy, support and use these new technologies in the most effective way to achieve your strategic goals?
Only those with a strong digitalisation and change management strategy will be able to get the most out
of new digital solutions. This guide is designed to help you build and implement these strategies, with five
practical steps your firm can take to ensure a smooth, seamless digital transformation.
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STEP 1

Start Small and Scale up to Keep Both
Senior and Junior Lawyers Happy
It’s all too easy to see digital transformation as a sweeping program that covers every business unit and
process. But often, the most successful transformations come from humble beginnings.
Those firms that are willing to start small and digitalise individual processes first will likely see quick wins.
From there, they can use that momentum to drive continued transformation success. While this approach
can take longer, it introduces far fewer risks than attempting to launch a ‘big bang’ digital transformation.
Starting small also lets you selectively digitalise processes in your firm. This will be crucial, especially in
firms with a diversity of experience, digital appetite, and hourly rates across their teams. In these cases,
senior lawyers may prefer to stick with paper-based processes rather than using digital tools. If you can
accommodate the varied digital needs across your firm, you’ll help senior and less-experienced lawyers
alike be more comfortable, and productive in work.

Start small and
digitalise individual
processes first.

Knowing exactly where to start remains a challenge, one where the solution will differ depending on how
your firm is structured and which process are most time-consuming. From our experience working with
legal firms, we often find the invoicing process is a strong place to begin. It can be 100% digitalised and
automated to help save time – and reduce the flow of paper across the organisation.
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STEP 2

Ensure You Can Measure
Which Digital Systems Are
Adding Value to Your Firm
There are many reasons a law firm might digitalise a system or process.
Some might do so to improve efficiency and save time. Others to reduce
the risk of human error and simplify compliance. While some processes
may deliver a smoother customer experience once they go digital.
Whatever reasons your firm has for digitalising processes and systems,
you won’t know whether new tools are contributing to these goals without
a way to measure results. So, while it’s crucial to consider the initial
rollout of a new system or process, it’s equally important to think about
how you’ll measure results, and use those numbers to make continuous
improvements over the long term.
Some of the metrics you already monitor might provide crucial data about
the success of new digital systems and tools. For instance, KPIs like client
retention and profit per partner could see significant improvements
when more efficient digital processes are introduced – but you’ll need to
analyse these metrics at a granular level to truly understand how digital
transformation contributes to these figures.
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Think about how you will measure
results and use those numbers for
future improvements.
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STEP 3

Look for Opportunities to
Transform Old Business Models
and Create Entirely New Legal
Services
Some firms may see digital transformation as a way to take current processes and make
them smarter and more efficient. But it’s important to also consider the new business
models and all-new ways of working that you can create with the right digital systems. In
some cases, successful digitalisation can help firms do both at the same time.

Consider the new business
models and all-new ways
of working.
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For instance, creating a system that offers digital document templates can help lawyers
work faster on common matters like drafting divorce papers. But, by putting document
templates on an online portal, you can also offer them as a client-facing subscription
service – then measure the response and develop the service over time to create a whole
new digital revenue stream.
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STEP 4

Ensure Your Chosen Solutions Are
Versatile, Open and Futureproof…
Whether your firm is planning a comprehensive digital transformation, or is digitalising
individual processes one by one, it pays to keep your options open.
For transformations that touch multiple departments, using solutions that offer simple
integrations with other platforms allows you to select and combine best-of-breed tools
for each line of business. Otherwise, you’re left extending a single core system outside its
comfort zone with complex, inflexible custom code.
And for firms approaching digitalisation process-by-process, building on top of core
systems is much easier if you can integrate new tools as needed – without fearing
vendor lock-in.
Open standards for integration can help you extend processes in your core tools. By doing
this, you can use specialized best of breed tools for processes like new Client Intake and
Know your Customer, while still seamlessly integrating with your preferred document
management solution. This approach also allows you to work with an ERP with REST API
capabilities to integrate new systems in the future.

It pays to keep your options open.
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STEP 5

…But Ensure Your Tools Can Meet
the Needs of the Legal Sector
While it’s important to keep your technology options open, you’ll still want to commit to
tools that can support your specific needs. There’s a careful balance to be found between
tools that are open and flexible, but still designed around the specific processes only found
in the legal industry.

Choosing the right vendor will be
crucial in ensuring you get the
wide-ranging features you need
– alongside dedicated support
tailored to the legal industry.
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For instance, some firms will use industry-agnostic core tools and integrate point solutions
to support matter management and other legal-specific operations. However, doing so
means their core systems of record will be missing essential features designed for their
industry. Instead, these firms could be better served by a digital core system designed
around the needs of the legal industry.
Choosing the right vendor will be crucial in ensuring you get the wide-ranging features
you need – alongside dedicated support tailored to the legal industry. While you’ll want a
vendor that understands the unique environment your firm operates in, a vendor that also
covers other sectors may be able to open your eyes to successful digital models currently
used across other industries.
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Successful Transformation is Based on New Processes and New Solutions
While many of these steps require careful consideration of your internal processes and
structure, some rely on choosing the right software solutions – and the right partners to help
implement them.
Ideally, you want a partner that you know has deep experience serving law firms, but can also
bring in lessons learned from other industries.
That’s exactly what Deltek can offer. While our Deltek Maconomy solution supports
businesses in many professional services industries, it pairs with the Deltek Legal Solution
to offer a dedicated tool that spans the entire matter lifecycle.
Deltek Maconomy is designed to meet the unique needs of law firms. And our
experience deploying it in other industries means we can help support legal firms with new
ideas, processes and methodologies that can accelerate their transformation.
As it uses flexible APIs, Deltek Maconomy can be integrated with the other tools your firm
relies on. It can also collect and process data from all corners of the business in real time,
offering decision-makers the insights they need to successfully guide your firm through its
digital transformation.
Alongside our industry-specific tools, Deltek also offers dedicated account management
and support from a team with years of experience in the legal industry – and access to our
Deltek Legal Solution customer forum.

Learn more about the Deltek Maconomy and Legal Solution
Based on years of industry experience, Deltek’s modern cloud ERP solution is purposebuilt for law firms.
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“We were looking for a Cloud ERP solution built for
multinational law firms, and Deltek’s solution
capabilities, combined with Nordic references,
made our choice quite easy.”
— JAN WILLAMO, CHIEF DIGITAL OFFICER, ROSCHIER

“We wanted to move to a leading ERP system for the legal
business. Deltek Maconomy is purpose-built for law firms,
and we are confident this will further facilitate our growth
and improve competitiveness.”
— CHRISTOPHER SILIAN, CFO, WIKBORG REIN

Learn More at deltek.com/lawfirms »
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Browse more content at deltek.com/resources »
Better software means better projects. Deltek is the leading global provider of enterprise software and information solutions for project-based businesses. More than 30,000 organizations and millions of users in over 80 countries
around the world rely on Deltek for superior levels of project intelligence, management and collaboration. Our industry-focused expertise powers project success by helping firms achieve performance that maximizes productivity
and revenue. deltek.com
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